
 
 

Pricelist Additional Charges – Cars and Trucks  
  
Information Prepaid Rates 

> Changing booking  

A booking can be changed up to one hour before the start of the rental (on availability) in return for an alteration charge of EUR 

29,99. Any payment already made towards the rental will not be refunded; nor shall any differential amount be refunded if this 

alteration leads to a lesser rental cost.  

> Cancellation  

A booking can be cancelled before the start of the rental. In the event of cancellation, the payment already made towards the rental 

will be paid back subject to a cancellation charge. The cancellation charge shall be the amount of the rental charge (including any 

extras and charges) for a maximum of 3 rental days. Cancellations can be made online or in writing and must be addressed to: Sixt 

Rent a Car, Calle Canal de Sant Jordi, 29, Local 2, Poligono Son Oms, E-07610 Palma de Mallorca, España/Spain, Fax: +34 911 

518 438, Email: espana@sixt.com  

> No-show  

In the event that the booked vehicle is not collected or not collected at the agreed time, the rental charge already paid shall be 

withheld in full.  

 
Age restrictions  

In Spain, the following rules apply for the minimum age and possession of a driver's license:  

18 years/1 day for vehicles in groups of categories MBMR, E, C and vans of categories A, V, VX, B, S, W 

21 years/2 years for vehicles in groups IDMR to LWAR, IVMR to FVMR, CTMR, ITMR, SSMR to LSMR, SFMR  

25 years/3 years for vehicles in groups XDAR, FTMR, PTMR, LTMR, XTAR, XTAX, XSAR, XXAR; PFMR, LFMR, XFAR, XSAM, 

XNAM.  

 

A Young Driver Surcharge of EUR 21,39 per 1 day, max. EUR 218,29 for cars and EUR 20,49 per 1 day, max. EUR 209,98 for 

trucks applies for drivers under 23 years.  

 

One-way rentals National - Cars 

 
 

to  
from 

Region 
Andalucia 

Region 
Catalunya 

Region 
Madrid 

Region 
Costa 
Blanca 

Region 
Norte 

Region 
Balearic 
Islands 

Region 
Canary 
Islands 

Region Andalucia 30,00 €*  109,00 €  75,00 €  75,00 €  109,00 €  proh. proh. 

Region Catalunya 109,00 €  30,00 €  75,00 €  75,00 €   109,00 €*   proh.  proh.  

Region Madrid 85,00 €  85,00 €   12,00 €   85,00 €  85,00 €  proh. proh. 

Region Costa Blanca 75,00 €  75,00 €  75,00 €  30,00 €   109,00 €*   proh.  proh.  

Region Norte 109,00 €   109,00 €*   75,00 €   109,00 €*    75,00 €*    proh.   proh.  

Region Balearic Islands proh. proh. proh. proh. proh. free**  proh.  

Region Canary Islands proh. proh. proh. proh. proh. proh.  free**  

**In the case of rentals in Spain, the movement of the vehicle from the mainland to the islands and vice versa and/or between 
the islands, and to Ceuta and Melilla, is expressly banned unless an express authorization has been obtained in writing form 
the owner.  

 
 
 

 
  



 
 
 

 International - Cars 

Portugal 950,00 € 

France, Monaco 1.000,00 € 

- Region Côte d’Azur 650,00€  

- Region South-West 650,00 € 

Italy 1.800,00 € 

Belgium, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Liechtenstein 1.900,00 € 

Great Britain 2.200,00 € 

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia, Croatia 2.400,00 € 

Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norway 2.700,00 € 
 

 

Vehicle return to an office other than the pick-up office without prior notice shall incur a surcharge according to the country of return 

and the table above.   

Returns are not allowed in countries other than those indicated in the table above.  

Returns to a non-permitted country shall incur a penalty of €2,200 or €4,400 depending on the category of the vehicle.  

 
Trucks (only national) 

 

 Baleares Málaga Sevilla Barcelona Madrid Valencia Alicante Bilbao  Santiago 

Baleares x x x x x x x x x 

Málaga x x 363 €  726 € 484 € 484 € 484 € 726 € 726 € 

Sevilla x 363 € x 726 € 484 € 484 € 484 € 726 € 726 € 

Barcelona x 726 € 726 € x 484 € 363 € 363 € 726 € 726 € 

Madrid x 484 € 484 € 484 € x 363 € 363 € 363 € 484 € 

Valencia x 484 € 484 € 363 € 363 € x 363 € 726 € 726 € 

Alicante x x x x x x x x x 

Bilbao x 726 € 726 € 726 € 363 € 726 € 726 € x 363 € 

Santiago x x x x x x x x x 

 

 

One-way rentals - International vans 

 

Vans may not be returned outside Spain. 

Van return outside Spain shall incur a penalty according to the country of return and the table below. 

 

Germany, Austria, France, Monaco, Netherlands, Belgium 1.815,00 € 

Luxemburg, United Kingdom, Republic of Ireland, Switzerland, Italy, Portugal, Hungary, Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Liechtenstein, Andorra, Holy See (Vatican), Gibraltar, San Marino, 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia, Poland, Croatia, Czech Republic, Slovakia 

2.420,00 € 

* Exceptions  

Barcelona AP ↔ Barcelona DT                    12,00 €  

Mallorca AP ↔ Mallorca DT                    12,00 €  

Sevilla AP ↔ Sevilla DT                    12,00 €  

Málaga ↔ Sevilla                    75,00 €  

Zaragoza / Bilbao / San Sebastián ↔ Cataluña                    75,00 €  

Zaragoza ↔ Costa Blanca                   75,00 €  

Exceptions Region North    

Zaragoza ↔ Bilbao ↔ San Sebastian                   30,00 €   

San Sebastian ↔ Santander                    30,00 €   

Santiago ↔ La Coruña ↔ Vigo                   30,00 €   

La Coruña ↔ Asturias ↔ Santiago                   30,00 €   

Asturias ↔ Santander ↔ Bilbao                   30,00 €   



 

 

 

 

Delivery and Collection during and out of opening hours     

     

Delivery/Collection Service is on request. Please contact your local rental Sixt station. 

An extra charge for these services applies, the price of which is available at the Sixt rental station. 

 

    

Out of hours rental service    

Service available upon request. An Out of Hours surcharge of EUR 64,99 occurs for booking out of opening hours.  

 

 

Additional equipment 

Accessory 1 day 7 days Month 

Baby Seat (0-13 kg/Group 0+) 12,99 € 77,99 € 83,99 € 

Child Seat (0-10 kg,9-18 kg/Group 0/1) 12,99 € 77,99 € 83,99 € 

Booster Seat (15-36 kg/Group 2/3 10,99 € 65,99 € 76,99 € 

Snow Chains 26,99 € 64,99 € 64,99 € 

Ski & Snowboard Rack 26,99 € 64,99 € 64,99 € 

Navigation System 16,49 € 98,57 € 104,93 € 

Dolly trolley (300 kg load capacity) 6,99 € 34,93 € 34,93 € 

Sack barrow (250 kg) 14,99 € 74,97 € 74,97 € 

Accessories are bookable without obligation and subject to availability. 

 

 

Loss or damage of accessories or additional equipment 

Accessory Broken or lost Charge/EUR  

Vehicle Keys Damage caused 

Emergency Triangles 15,00 €  

Reflective Jacket 12,00 €  

First Aid Kit 15,00 €  

Vehicle Documentation  10,00 €  

Full Navigation System  160,00 €  

Navigation System Screen crack or battery loss 20,00 €  

Navigation System Holder 20,00 €  

Navigation System network cable and /or USB 20,00 €  

Navigation System Bag 10,00 €   

Vehicle Part Depending on the part  

Baby, Child seat or Booster 50,00 €  

Snow Chains 50,00 €  

Ski & Snowboard Rack 50,00 €  

Logo Additional Driver 100,00 € per each sticker  

Recharge card 10,00 €  

Environmental label 10,00 € per label  

Dolly trolley (300 kg load capacity) 30,25 €  

Sack barrow (250 kg) 121,00 €  

USB cable / adaptor   5,00 €  

   

Refueling Charge 

If the renter does not choose the optional Fuel Tank Service, they must return the fuel tank in the same condition as received. If this 

is not the case, we will take care of refilling the tank of your vehicle on return. The refueling charge includes the actual amount of fuel 

purchased at market price and handling fees. These handling fees are 34,00 EUR. 

 

If, however, the renter has paid for the Fuel Tank Service at the time of renting the vehicle, the payment for the task of refuelling is 

discounted and the service cost consists solely of the price of the tank of fuel for that particular vehicle at the current market price. 

This means that the renter may return the car with an empty tank. The price of the tank of fuel will vary depending on the tank capacity 

of each vehicle.  

 

If, alternatively, the customer has signed up for the fuel tank service known as "Flexi-Fuel" at the time of renting the vehicle, they will 

pay only the litres consumed (at the current market price) plus the rebated cost of the refuelling service EUR 21,99 at the drop-off 



time, as this service is designed for rentals with a maximum length of three days. This means that the customer no longer has to 

worry about filling up the vehicle at the time of drop-off. 

Wrong refueling means an additional charge whose final amount will depend on the damage caused to the vehicle. 

If the rented vehicle contains an AdBlue tank, the renter must ensure that such tank is always sufficiently full, being responsible of 

the charges that might apply as the result of the damage caused to the vehicle. 

Recharging of electric vehicles 

If the lessee has not contracted any voluntary service related to the recharging of the vehicle, they must return the vehicle with the 

recharging level equivalent to that in which it was delivered. If this is not the case, we will undertake the recharging of the battery 

after the return of the vehicle. The charge for recharging will include both the cost of the kW to be recharged, at the market price, 

and the charge for management of the recharging work. The recharge handling fee will amount to 0,79 EUR. 

 

Processing of Fines 

The lessee undertakes to pay the price specified in the rental contract. The lessee shall be liable for the payment of any fines or 

penalties incurred during the rental period. The lessee and other authorized drivers shall be liable without limitation for the 

infringement of any legal provisions committed during the term of the contract, in particular for traffic offences. The lessee shall 

indemnify the lessor against any penalties, fines, taxes, surcharges, and in general costs of any kind imposed by the authorities. 

 

Penalty for not returning long term rental vehicles 

For rentals for periods from 28 days on, the amount of the penalty for failure to return the vehicle on the date indicated in the rental 

contract or for exceeding by more 100 kilometres the maximum kilometre indicated in the rental contract, is of 605,00 EUR per 

each infringement. 

Charge for replacement vehicle during rental period in case of renter’s negligence 

Should the renter need a replacement vehicle during the rental period signed in the rental agreement, for whichever remaining length 

of rental, the renter must pay 309,00 EUR if the need of this replacement vehicle is due to renter’s negligence and especially in cases 

of wrong refuelling and vehicle’s key being lost (if the lessee has not contracted the BC). Additionally, there might be extra charges 

associated to breakdown van service that will be claimed by our Damage Department and invoiced at the price of 1,20 EUR per 

kilometer from the place where the car is stopped until the closet Sixt station or closest Sixt partner garage. 

Charge for road assistance 

If roadside assistance was caused by mechanical failure not attributed to a negligent act by the lessee, regardless of the contracting 
or not of cover according to Clause G of the General Rental Conditions, the lessee will not assume any charges for the roadside 
assistance service.   
 
The lessee is liable to pay for roadside assistance in case the towing is due to glass and/or tire damages, and the customer opted 
not to contract the TG (Tire & Glass protection). 
 
Equally, the lessee is liable to pay this cost when the BF (Super Top Cover LDW) or the coverage for reduction of the excess limitation 
was not contracted, in the events of breakdowns not related to glass and/or tire. 
 
The cost for this tow service is 1,20 EUR per kilometer, up to 500 EUR, if respectively the lessee has not contracted the TG or the 
BF, or has made a forbidden or negligent use of the vehicle. 
If the breakdown is repaired on site, without the need of a tow service, the assistance fee will be 40,00 EUR. 
 

Charge for loss or damage of the charging cable, as well as the fast charging cable for electric vehicles and hybrid 

vehicles 

In the event of loss or damage of the charging cable and/or the fast charging cable for electric vehicles and hybrid vehicles, the 
customer must pay the rental company a penalty of EUR 350 (not subject to VAT/IGIC). The payment of this penalty by the customer 
will not stop the rental company from claiming for any additional damage which the loss or initial damage of the charging cable may 
have caused. 
 
Charge “Flexi-Location” 

If the vehicle is delivered to a station other than the one stipulated in the one-way rental agreement, the customer must pay a charge 
known as Flexi-Location for the sum of EUR 19.99. 
 
Charge “Diesel Option” 

Subject to availability, a vehicle with a Diesel engine can be provided for an additional charge of EUR 5.99 per day, EUR 41.93 per 
week and up to a maximum of 59,99 EUR per month. If a Diesel vehicle cannot be provided for availability reasons, the charge will 
be refunded in full. This service is only available for selected vehicle groups. 
 



Charge “Flexi Late Return” 

Should the lessee fail to return the vehicle or the keys of the vehicle – even without the lessee being at fault – to the rental company 
at the end of the agreed rental period, then the rental company shall be entitled to demand compensation for the duration of the 
withholding at least equal to the amount of the previously-agreed rent. The lessee shall also be required to pay a fixed compensation 
fee of EUR 14.52 for the associated processing costs, unless the lessee is able to prove that the rental company has incurred less 
work and/or damage. The assertion of further damage claims is not excluded. 
 
Charge “Cross Border Fee” 

A roaming tariff applies for journeys with the vehicle outside of Spain. Part B.7 of the Sixt General Terms and Conditions of Rental 
specify the zones in which it is permitted to take the vehicle, and the territorial restrictions. This tariff is additional to the "one way" 
tariff in the case of rental for one-way journeys only. 
 

Cross Border Fee (UF) Price per day  
1-6 days  

Price per day  
7-27 days 

28 days / max. 
gross 

Cross-border journeys 5,49 € 16,49 € 27,99 € 

 
 
 
VAT / VAT Canary Island 

21% / 7 % – 15 % 

All rates are inclusive of VAT (If VAT incurs). 

 

The prices and conditions agreed with Corporate customers who have signed a commercial agreement with Sixt prevail over those 

expressed herein.   

(26.04.2023) 


